AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION: IMPACT AND CHALLENGES

by Dr. Norman E. Borlaug
Keeping Pace with Projected Increases in the Demand for Food
I am now in my fifty-first year of continuous involvement In food production
programs in developing countries. During this period, I nave seen much progress
made in increasing the yields and production of various crops, especially cereals, in
many food deficit countries. My first foreign agricultural assignment was in Mexico,
where I participated in developing the wheat revolution of the 1940' and 1950s. In
the 1960s and early 1970., much of my effort. were devoted to incrctasing wheat
production in the densely populated countries of South and East Asia, which at the
time were the most critical food deficit and famine plagued area. of the world.
Spectacular increase. in the yields and production of cereals and other crol)l
in India, China, Pakistan, Indonesia, and Thailand from 1968 to 1985 made this vast
region eSlentially self-sufficient in basic foods. Much of the re••arch information
and plant materials that catalyzed this dramatic change in production, producing
huge economic returns, WIS generated by CGIAR centers Ind a predecessor
Mexican Government-Rockefeller Foundation agricultural research and production
program. Vet despite a more than trll)ling in the world food supply over the past
three decades, the green revolution in cereal production hIS not solved the problem
of poverty and chronic undernutrition afflicting hundreds of millions of people around
the world, who are unable to purchase the food they need, despite its abundance in
international markets.
In many of the most productive areas, especially irrigated areas located in
warm climates, there are allo problems of soli degradation, salinity, and declining
water quality, which, if left unchecked. can lead to the permanent loss of I)rime
agricultural land. The•• are not new problems that r.sulted from the use of highyielding, green r.volution technology. In most casel, they date back SO to 100
years or more. The root cause of much of this environmental degradation has been
mista~en economic policy-for example, irrigation systems with no provision for
drainage-not modern, science-based technology. Low crop yields and little profit
have prevented farmers from Investing in resource conservation, while excessive
subsidies in a few countries have caused misuse and overuse of agricultural
pesticides, with resulting environmental damage.
Poets, al well II city folks, love to romanticize agriculture, portraying it as
an idyllic state of harmony between humankind and nature. How far this I. from the
truthI Since Neolithic women domesticated crop species some 10,000 to '2,000
yee,. ago, agriculture has been a battle between the forces of natural biodiversity
lind the need' to produce more food for more people under increasingly intensive
production systems. Through ad...ances In science during the twentieth century,
world food sUl)l)lies have increased more rapidly than population and, in general,
heve become more reliable.
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In 1990 global food production of all types was approximately 4.6 billion
metric tons of gross tonnage-about 2.4 billion tons of edible dry matter. Of this,
98 percent was produced on land: less than 2 percent came from oceans and inland
waters. Plant product. constituted 92 percent of the human diet, with about 30
crop species providing most of the world's calories and protein. These included 8
species of cereall, which collectively accounted for 69 percent of the world food
supply. Animal products, Which come indirectly from plants, constituted 8 percent
of the world's diet.
The world food production-distribution dilemma can be illustrated as follows.
Had total world food production in 1990 been distributed evenly, It 1N0uid have
provided an adequate diet for 6.2 billion people-ne.rly 1 billion more than the
actual size of the global population. However, had the people in developing
countries attempted to obtain 30 percent of their calories from animal products, as
those In the United States, Canada, and countries of the European Union, only 2.5
billion people could have been sustained-less than half of the present world
population.
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These statistics indicate two key problems to feeding the world'. people.
The first is the complex task of producing sufficient quantities of desired food, and
to accomplish this Herculean feat in environmentally and economically sustainable
ways. The secon~equal or even more dauntln~task is to distribute food equitably.
The impediments to-eQUhable food distribution are poverty and II lack of purchasing
power resulting from unemployment or underemployment, which, in turn, is made
more se"ere by rapid population growth.
At best governments of most low-income food deficit developing countries
have foreign exchange to import the minimum amount of food needed to avoid
famine and locial unrest in urban area.. Yet the problem. of hunger and famine are
usually greatest in rural areal, where 60 to 80 percent of the population lives. Even
if governments had the financial resources to Import food for distribution in rural
'areas. they would be confronted with enormous problems of physically transporting
and diltributing such commoditiel among dispersed rural populations in areas often
devoid of roads.
Clearly if the problem of world hunger is to be solved, it must begin with
expanding food production in low-income, food deficit countries where the majority
of the world's hungry people live. Moreover, without the development of agriculture
end the achievement of an adequate and reliable food supply, the development of
commerce and industry will be forever retarded.
World population will grow by nearly 1 billion people during the 1990s, Ind
by another 1 billion people during the first decade of the twenty-first century. A
medium projection estimates that world population' will reach 8.2 billion people by
the year 2000 and approximately 8.3 billion people by 2025, before, hopefully,
stabilizing at about 10 billion toward the end of the twenty-first century. I.
however, am becoming more and more skeptical of luch "optimistic" projections.
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For the foreseeable future, mankind will continue to rely on plants, and
especially on cereals, to supply virtually all of its increased food demllnd. Even if
current per capita food consumption stays i,Pnstant. population growth will require
that world food production increase by ~6 billion groll tons, or 57 percent,
between 1990 and 2025. However, If diets improve among the hungry poorestimated to be 1 billion people, living primarily In Asia and Africa-world food
production demand could increase by 100 percent to 9 billion gross tons over this
35-year period.
Moreover, this production increase must be achieved in
environmentally sustainable ways.
.
To achieve this goII will require the continuation of aggressive research
across many scientific disciplines by both CGIAR centers and NARS to develop
progressively more efficient Ind higher-yielding packages of Improved crop
production practices. Similarly, the efficiency of technology transfer from research
centers to farmers' fields by national agricultural extension system~ must be greatly
improved.
K.eping CGIAR Science Relevant
The CGIAR cent~rs have undoubtedly played an important role in increasing
world food production, but what about their future? The late Dr. F. F. Hill, former
Vice President of the Ford Foundation and one of the force. behind the creation of
both the first four international agricultural research centers and subsequently the
CGIAR, told me in '1969 when we were traveling together in Pakistan viewing the
tremendous impact of green revolution wheat production technology, "Enjoy itl
Such dramatic changes in yield and commercial production are rare, once In a
lifetime events." He laid he wal pleased to see the key role the centers were
playing to bring both the Wheat and rice revolutions to fruition, but he went on to
warn, "I doubt the centers will have more than 25 year. of highly productive life
before succumbing to the twin Ills of bureaucracy and complacency." If this
happened, Dr. Hill thought, it would probably be easier to build a new set of
institutions, rather than to try to reform the existing ones. I often aak mys.lf, when
reflecting on the current problema of the CGIAR, is Dr. Hill's predlctJon coming truel
I hope not, but I must confess I am fearful. We must not let it happenI
Although scientists at CGIAA centers and NARS certainly have advanced the
frontier of knowledge over the palt three decades, I believe their more significant
contribution h.1 been the integration of knowledge acrols scientJfic discipline. and
its application in the form of improved crop production technologies to overcome
pressing crop production problema. This Ihould continue to be their mission.
Moreover, impact on farmers' fields and the alleviation of rural poverty-rather than
the number of learned publications generated -Ihould be the primary measure by
which the value of CGIAR Ind NARS work is judged.
Unfortunately, agriculturallcience, like many other areas of human endeavor,
is subject to changing flshions and feds, generated both from within the scientific.
community and imposed upon it by externa' forces, especially those that are
politically induced which effect the actions of donors. In mv own career. I have
.een various scientific bandwagons come and go. In the 1930. and 194Os, plant
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improvement through the development of polyploid varieties Ii.e., the doubling of
chromosomes) W81 promoted as the panacea. By the 1950, and 1960s, mutltion
genetics was the rage. In the 1970. and 1980s, anther culture, somatic tissue
culture, and farming systems research were the craze. In the late 1980s and
1990s, biotechnology and genetic engineering, computer modeling of cropping
sYltems~ maximizing biodiversitY, low-input, sustainable agricUlture, and particularly
farmer research have been in vogue.
Each of these lines of research has had, or will have, some beneficial
aspectl. All have something else in common: their proponents, certainly pa"'y
driven by the desire to secure research funds, have too often exaggerated the
potential for benefits in new specialized spheres of reaearch, especially in the nearterm. Increasingly, I fear, the CGIAR centers are falling prev to highly specific
scientific bandwagons that will not do much to solve food production problems in
developing countries.
Some of the recent downsiZing in the CGIAR, while painful, has probably
been for the better, .ince many centers had grown too big and bureaucratic. In this
process, however, staff morale hiS declined considerably. One disturbing a,pect of
the reduction in the core budgets of the centers, while special project funding was
not affected, has been the distortion brought to overall program plans. As a
consequence, friction hal increased between different members of center research
teams. More broadly, the perception thlt good career opportunities no longer exist
within the CGIAR Svstem needs to be dispelled. Twenty-five years ago, centers
were able to attract the best and brightest young scientists, who wanted to direct
their talents to helping solve developing country agricultural problems. Is this still
true today?
The CGIAR centers should retain the best and brightest of their staff for as
long as they can. The notion of forced staff turnover, following a rigid formula, is
one of the craziest and nonlensical ideas I hIve ever helrd. Outstanding senior
staff members Ire much more than scientists.
They also h.",. strong
communication skill' and I good understanding of development in general.
.
Center rese.rch managers Ind declsionmakers need to spend more time on
the ground, monitoring what is happening, or not happening. Fu"hermore, center
researchers must strengthen their interactions with NARS, national agricultural
extension 'ystem., and fermers, both I.rge and small. Too manv have become
detached from the realitie. in farmers' fields, preferring to measure their
achievements by the information and products generated, and learned papers
published, rather than by assuring the adoption of their technologies in the
countrylide to Increase food production. This should be changed.
Agricultural extension
Extension hl8 been mentioned, but this process of technology tranlfer to the
smell farmer deserves I few more ·words. While the generation of new technology
is e..ential, it is technology transfer which "is currently the weakest link in the
'sseerch-extenslon-farmer chain.
Imaginative solutions, drawing upon the
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experiences of the many development strategies tried Over the past 100 years, are
required. Their application will not be easy or inexpen.ive.

Un king CGIAR Research and Production
The tranlfer of research results from CGIAR centers to farmers in developing
countries is heavily dependent upon the capacities of publicly funded national
research and extension systems. Privately funded agribusiness is only pleying a
very small role in technology generation and transfer in African countries at present.
Consequently, publicly funded effort. must still be the central components in any
.strategy to reach the smail-scale farmer.
Any strategy to maximize investment. in technology generation and tranSfer
must, therefore, find ways to fund edequately Ind with stability the CGIAR centers,
NARS, Ind national agricultural extension system•. Funding one without the others
wilf not result in significant impact. Rather there is a need to jointly finance all three
and to maximize the potential from scientific networking between researchers and
extension workers at center. and outstanding NARS and national agricultural
extension system•. In particular, It is essential that outltanding national researchers
have adequate funds to engage fully in cooperative re.earch with the international
scientific community.
On. of the important functions of CGIAR centers is to serve as hubs of
various research networks.
In addition to reselrch collaboration on .pecific
problems, center networking functions include germpillm development, regional
agronomic research, and Information exchange. This should include a continuing
program of practical in-service training for early Bnd mid-career researchers from
national programs, al well as opportunities for senior level visiting scientists.
Th'J' key point her. is that, for a network to function properly, there has to
be a lot of interaction between the members of the network, Even with all of the
advances in information technology. there I. rtill no .ubstitute for face-to-face
contact. This means that NARS Ici.ntista need to visit Centers regularly, and center
scientists need to spend significant time visiting natlonll program scientist! and
touring agricultural production areas.

Confusion In Policy Clrcl••
Profe.sor Robert Paarlber; of Wellesley College has written an IFPRI Policy
Brief, 1 which describe. succinctly the conlequences of the debilitating debate
between .agriculturalists and envlronmentalistl about whit constitute. sustainable
agriculture in developing countries. Thl. debilte has confused, if not paralyzed,
. policymakers in the internatlona' donor communitY who, afraid of antagonizing
powerfUl environmentill lobbying groups, all too often have turned away from
supporting science-based agricultural modernization projects so urgently needed in
Sub-Saharan Africa and parts of Latin America and Alia.
P••,'ber;. Robert L. 1994. "Suatal"ab'. Farming: ~ Politicaf GMQ,.phy.· 2020 Sd.f 4{AuCluatl.

Internet'on,' Food

Poli~y

R...arch In.tltute, Withington, D.C.
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Thl. policy deadlook mUlt be broken. In doing so, we cannot lose sight of
the enormous job of feeding 8 to '0 billion people. We cannot turn back the clock.
The vestly different circumstances faced by farmers, large and smal'l, in different
parts of "the developing world, requiring different policy postures, must also be
recognized. For example, in Europe and In the US Corn Belt, the application of 300
to 500 kilograms of fertilizer nutrients-often partly from animal manure-per
hectare of arable land can occasionally result in some local environmental problems.
Surely, Increasing fertilizer use in Sub-Saharan Africa from 10 kilograms of nutrients
per hectare - mostly applied to export crops, such as coffee, tea, cocoa, cotton,
pineapple, and bananas-to 30 to 40 kilograms per hectare of arable land Is not an
environmental problem, but a central component in Africa's environmental solution.
In Asia, where fertilizer use has risen markedly in the last two decades
driving the rapid growth in grain production, the nutrient demands of further
increa.es in food production cannot be met without recourse to chemical fertilizer.
Research on improving fertilizar use efficiency and recycling organic matter,
including human waste, cln help, but these means can never meet more than I
fraction of the nutrient demands. China, for example, historically the most skillfUl,
efficient, and extensive usar of organic fertilizer., including animal manure, human
excrement, compo'ted crop residues, and slit from rivers Ind canals, has also
become in the lilt decade the world'. largest producer and consumer of chemical
nitrogen fertilizer. China is Iiso the tecond largest consumer and third largest
producer of chemic.1 phosphatic fertilizer•• As a result, China today is the world's
largest producer of cerells-In achievement it could never have attained Without
the use of chemical fertilizers.
Another example of the confusion among policymakers is the extent to which
fertilizers are lumped in with pesticides In public debate on policy related to
agrochemicals, where all pesticides are considered eQuallv dangeroul and modern
agriculture is branded es polluting. Vet hal anyone thought what the development
of disease and insect resistence in modem varieties hit done for reducing pesticide
use? This confusion pre"ents logical deblte on the risks and alternatives that
agricultural research has provided mankind.
We have failed to educate policymakers about the strong linkages in the
developing world between population, primitive agricultural production methods,
environmental degradation, and r...ral poverty. Without a doubt, the reduction in
rural poverty among small-scale farmers II I necessary condition for improved
re.ource conservation end lower population growth. AI Mr. Richard Leakey
correctly pointed out, "'You have to have at least one square meal II day to be II
good conlervationilt or environmentalilt." Take, for example, the land-saving
. effect of employing high-yielding food production technologies to increase output
o"er the lalt 30 years. By being eble to feed many more people from each hectare .
of land suitable for high-hleld agriCUltural production, many hectarea of
environmentally sensitive land have been .aved. Do most environmentalists and
policyrnaker. realize this?
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The United State. is an illustrative exemple of this. In 1940, the production
of the 17 most important food, fe.d, and fiber crops totaled 252 million tons from
129 million hectares. Compare theee statistics to 1990, when American farmers
harvested approximately 600 million tons from only 119 milfion heetares-1 0 miflion
hectares lell than 60 year. earlier. If the United Stat.s had attempted to produce
the 1990 harvest with the technology that prevailed in 1940, it woUld have required
an additional 188 million hectlrel of land of similar quality. This theoretically could
have b.en achieved either by plowing 73 percent of the nation's permanent
pastures and rangelands or by converting 81 percent of forest and woodland areas
to cropland. 'n actuality, .inc. many of these lands ere of much lower productivity
potential than those now planted with crops, it would have been necessary to
covert a much larger percentage of plltur.s and rangelands or forests and
woodlands to cropland. Had this been done, Image the additiona' havoc from wind
and water erosion, the obliteration of forests, the extinction of wildlife species
through the destruction of their natural habitats, and the enormous reduction in
outdoor recreation opportunities that would have re.ulted.
Impressive savings In land use have also accrued in China and India through
the application of modern technologies to raise crop yields. Had the cereal yields of
1961 still prevailed in 1992,. China would have needed to increase Its cultivated
cereal area by more than three-fold, and India by about two-fold, to equal 1992
harvests. Clearly such a surplus of agricultural land I, not available.
Within the last 8 to 10 years, research has developed new appropriate
technologies-based on liming combined with appropriate fertilization, and the
development of aluminum tolerant crop vlrletie, of pI.tUft grasses, soybean,
maize, wheat, and several tree species-that have opened, or will open, vast areas
of acid oxiso's in Brazil, Colombia, and leveral African countries to successful
cultivation. The application of new improved technology, if supported by continuing
research, promises a huge increase in food production over the next 3 to 5 decades,
Twenty-five years ago, in my acceptance speech for the 1970 Nobel PeaCE
Prl!e, I Slid that the green revolution had won a temporary success in man'. war
against hunger, and which, it fully Implemented, could provide sufficient food for
humankind through the end of the twentieth century. However, I warned that,
unless the frightening power of human reproduction was curbed, the success of the
green revolution would only be ephemeral.
So far agricultural relearch and production advances, and the efforts of the
world's farmers, have kept gains in food production ahead of aggregate world
population change.. However, there can be no lasting .olutlon to the world foodhunger-poverty problem until I more reasonable balance Is .truck between food
. production and distribution and human populauon growth. The efforts of those on
the food production front are, at best, a holding operation which can permit others
on the education, medical, family planning, and political front. to launch an effective
and sustainable human attack to tame the population monster.
Agricultural scientllts, responsible environmentalilts, and policymakers have
e moral obligation to warn the political, educational, and religious leaders of the
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world, as well 8S the general public, about the magnitude and .eriousnell of the
arable land, food, population, and povertY problems that lie aheld. If we fill to do
so in a forthright manner, we will be negligent in our duty and wlU inadvertently
contribute to the pending chaos of incalculable millions of deaths from starvation.
The problem will not vanish by itself. To continue to ignore it will make a future
solution uftimately mor. difficult to achlev••
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